
Guinness Foreign Extra Stout, APB‘s
premium stout brand in Singapore and
Malaysia, is growing a new niche of
middle class consumers. Through the
’Someone‘s Going To Do It, Why Not
You?‘ campaign, the brand seeks to
connect with individuals who possess
the vision, grit and determination to
achieve their dreams.
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Guinness Foreign Extra Stout
saw its recent branding campaigns using the Adam

King character help raise Guinness’ brand profile in

targeted markets in Asia. The Adam King concept

was well-received in Singapore, enabling volume

sales to grow significantly.

Brand Positioning and Performance

Following the introduction of ‘Who is Adam King’

in Singapore and Malaysia, the second installment

extended the campaign to make Guinness more

relevant to consumers and their aspirations. It draws

on the notion of inner strength and self-belief with

regards to work and personal achievement. This can

be summarised by the tagline ‘Someone’s Going To

Do It, Why Not You?’. The creative expression of

self-belief was captured in an extensive media

campaign and supported by relevant activities,

sponsorships and promotions.

In Malaysia, volumes were under pressure due to

the intense competitive environment. However with

the introduction of the new livery and new bottle

design, which was first launched in Malaysia in late

2003, the brand saw a positive response from the

consumers as it has been exceptionally well-received.

Likewise the new bottle has had encouraging

feedback in Singapore as noted by the increased

consumption and affinity towards the brand.

Malaysia continues to be an important market for

Guinness, being the largest in Asia and the sixth

largest globally.

Future Outlook

The stout category in Malaysia and Singapore

has been in structural decline as the core drinker

base has aged and attitudes towards the stout

category have evolved. However, with renewed

determination from both operating companies

and the support of the brand-owner, Guinness

has shown encouraging growth on the back of

key marketing and demand activation initiatives

in both markets.

Jacques Koong
Team Leader (Brewing Support)
Asia Pacific Breweries (Singapore) Pte Ltd
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While every effort has been taken to carry out instruction to customers satisfaction
NO RESPONSIBILITY liablilty will be accepted for errors
CUSTOMERS ARE THEREFORE URGED TO CHECK THOROUGHLY BEFORE
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